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Anderson and collaborators [1] investigated how meal

consumption impacts the affective states of individuals

with eating disorders. They administered the State-Trait

Anxiety Inventory (STAI-S), the Positive and Negative

Affect Schedule (PANAS), and the Profile of Mood States

(POMS) to assess affective states pre- and post-meal.

Individuals with binge eating disorder (BED) experienced

decreases in negative affect after meal consumption,

whereas individuals with anorexia nervosa (AN) and

bulimia nervosa (BN) experienced no changes in affect

after meal consumption.

However, Anderson and collaborators’ [1] findings may

have been biased due to the affective measures that they

used. The use of the PANAS, POMS, and STAI for mea-

suring affect has been criticized on the basis that it may not

capture all relevant affective states [2], and it may be useful

to examine the limitations of relying solely on these

instruments to measure post-meal affective states in the

eating disorders field. Some states which are not captured

by the PANAS may be relevant to the post-meal experi-

ences of individuals with eating disorders (e.g. satisfaction,

sadness). The POMS captures only six distinct mood states,

and there are some mood states not captured by the POMS

that may be influenced by the consumption of a meal (e.g.

cheerfulness, regret). The STAI would not capture posi-

tively valenced increases in activation or negatively val-

enced decreases in activation post-meal consumption [3].

Although these measures are well validated and widely

used, it is unclear whether these are the best measures to

use in the context of eating disorders.

Thus, it is possible that meal consumption influences

affective states not tapped by the POMS, PANAS, or STAI.

Additional research evaluating the association of affective

states not covered by these measures with eating pathology

is needed. Future research should also examine basic affect

[2]. It is unclear which post-meal affective states would be

most clearly relevant to individuals with eating disorders,

and focusing on only some selected affective states could

result in failing to measure a significant affective state [2].
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